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What Do We Really Know?
• Cosmologists (me included) talk about universe’s first 10-35s

• But how close do we really get to this time?

• Huge “theory content” to these statements.

• Or, in Bayesian terms, assumes LCDM+inflationary prior

• And normally I am very happy to do this

• Rev Bayes and William of Occam would have got on well...



Cosmology is (Ideally?) Applied Physics
• e.g. Early universe ionized, photons cannot propagate freely

• Density perturbations produce temperature perturbations

• Perturbations: parts in 105; measured to parts in 102 - 103

• Atomic and nuclear physics, GR, QED + Boltzmann



Microwave Background For example...



Example:Radiation 
Domination
• Take a box of photons

• Make it bigger [size ~ a(t)]

• Number density ~a-3

• Wavelength ~a1, 

• Frequency and energy ~a-1

• Radiation density: T4 ~ a-4

• Temperature tracks expansion: T~a-1

• Matter / radiation equality



Universe at High Temperatures...
• Before stars and galaxies form, universe full of (neutral) gas

• Hydrogen, helium, and little bits of other things

• Ionization energy of hydrogen: 13.6 eV

• Photon energy today: 2x10-4 eV

• Universe ~100,000 x smaller, hydrogen ionized [you’d think!]

• Actually, only a factor of ~1,000 [fit to data: 1,088 x smaller]

• Roughly 1 photon in 109 above 13.6 eV  



Residuals... NASA/WMAP
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Not much signal left here



Free Parameters in Best-fit Cosmology

Ωb
Baryon fraction

(Mass known, #??)
Baryogenesis

(? - GUT, Electroweak?)

ΩCDM
Dark matter 

(Mass ??, #??)
TeV Scale physics??

Supersymmetry? LHC?

 ΩΛ Cosmological constant Quantum Gravity
Magic?

! Reionization First stars (gastrophysics, 
nuclear physics)

h Hubble’s “constant” When we are looking

As,ns Primordial Perturbations Inflation
GUT/string physics?



Inflation Ωb, ΩCDM 
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Energy Scales...
• Above GUT scales: anyone’s guess

• GUT scales to MeV scales (x 1018)

• Properties of the universe essentially unconstrained ‘

• MeV: Less than half-way back to big bang (in log sense)

• MeV  scales to CMB scales (x1010)

• Properties of the universe well-tested and well-constrained

• GUT scales to TeV scales  (x 1012)

• Physics and properties of the universe unconstrained 



Throwing It Open To the Floor...
• Conventional account of cosmology theory-laden

• But provides a remarkably good fit to data...

• Need to produce a hot universe in time for nucleosynthesis

• With the perturbations already in place 

• Hard (not impossible) to walk on the wild side below TeV scale

• Above TeV scales, it is anyone’s guess...



Where Could We Go?
• Stringy / brane models

• Modifies basic particle physics, nature of space & particle 
physics [MINIMAL]

• Variable speed of light?  [CAUSALITY]

• Eternal inflation (our patch of universe highly unusual)

• We don’t see the whole thing [TYPICALITY, ANTHROPICS]

• Something more radical (e.g. duality / holography) - 
fundamental description of universe different from universe we 
perceive [“TRUST”]



Time’s arrow...


